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I. INTRODUCTION

The dCache storage management system is a disk cache at
Brookhaven National Lab for large high-energy physics (HEP)
datasets produced by the ATLAS experiment [1]. Storage
space on dCache is limited relative to that of persistent storage
devices. Therefore, a heuristic is needed to determine what
data should be kept in the cache and to determine what data
should be evicted from the cache. A good cache eviction
policy is one that seeks to keep frequently accessed data in
the cache. However, since data access frequency can change
over time, such an eviction policy requires knowledge of future
dataset popularity. The goal of this study is to present methods
for predicting how many times a dataset will be accessed in
the future. We present a novel deep neural network that can
forecast how many times a dataset will be accessed one day in
the future. We use k-means clustering to group datasets into
popularity groups based on their current and future number of
accesses. Lastly, we present a set of algorithms that can use
a historical dataset access sequence to predict what datasets
will be accessed in the future.

II. METHODS

This section outlines the methods used to predict dataset
popularity. The deep neural network was trained using a
dataset containing information for 9 months’ worth of dCache
transactions. Each record in the dataset contains information
regarding a particular dCache dataset on a particular day. The
dataset contains the following features: the number of files in
a dataset, the number of times a dataset is accessed on the date
corresponding to the record, the size of a dataset in bytes, the
number of bytes read from a dataset, the number of times a
dataset is accessed one day after the date corresponding to the
record (this is the feature forecast by the deep neural network),
and the type of files found in the dataset (e.g. experiment
results, server log data, etc.). The deep neural network was
built using PyTorch; it uses 2 dense layers, the Tanh activation
function, and the ADAM optimizer.

K-means clustering was performed using Scikit-learn’s
KMeans class. The datasets are clustered according to their
present and future accesses. The optimal k value was deter-
mined using the elbow method (see Figure 1).

Some of the file prediction algorithms were obtained from
Patra et al. (2010) [2], while Last N Successors (LSN) and
Backup Predictor (BP) are novel. All file prediction algorithms
were implemented using C++. LSN accepts an integer N and

predicts the successor of a dataset to be the most recent
successor that was observed at least N times. BP accepts
two other file prediction algorithms, a default predictor and
a backup predictor. It will attempt to make a prediction with
the default predictor, but if the default predictor refuses to
make a prediction, it will make a prediction with the backup
predictor. Details and parameters for the other algorithms can
be found in [2]. Each file prediction algorithm was tested on
an access stream of 3125860 dataset accesses extracted from
dCache logs. We recorded the total number of predictions each
algorithm made and the total number of correct predictions
each algorithm made.

Fig. 1. Sum of squared distances for various k values. Based on this curve,
we chose a k value of 5.

III. RESULTS

Figure 2 shows the Mean Absolute Error (MAE) loss on
the test dataset. The final loss is 4.6e-8. Figure 3 shows
the predicted future access values vs the actual future access
values of the training and test data. The data is normalized,
hence the small magnitude of the y-axis. Generally, the model
performs quite well. Note that although the data in Figure 3 is
normalized, we are only interested in the relative values of the
predictions in relation to other predictions, not the raw values
of the predictions. Therefore, presenting the normalized data
is sufficiently informative.

Figure 4 shows the results of clustering the datasets ac-
cording to their present and future access values. Each point
represents a single dataset on a single day. The purple group
contains the majority of the datasets, whereas the green and
dark blue groups are extremely small. The datasets are dis-
tributed in a diagonal manner. K-means clustering reveals that
the majority of files have relatively few accesses and that there
is a positive correlation between present and future numbers of



accesses. Figure 5 shows the usage history of datasets in each
cluster over the course of 4 months. One dataset is chosen
from each cluster in Figure 4 as the ’representative’ of that
cluster. The dataset from each cluster that is accessed for the
highest number of days is chosen as the representative of that
cluster. Figure 5 demonstrates that there is significant variance
in the number of day-to-day accesses.

Figure 6 shows the performance of each file prediction
algorithm on a large stream of dCache transactions. BP with
Recent Popularity (RP) as the default predictor and LSN as
the backup predictor gets the highest number of predictions
correct: around 27.2% of the total access stream. RP alone
has the highest ratio of correct predictions to total predictions.
Around 40% of the predictions RP makes are correct, although
it makes fewer predictions than BP.

Fig. 2. MAE loss on the test data.

Fig. 3. Predicted vs. actual future access values. Test and train data are
shown.

IV. CONCLUSION

We present various models and algorithms that can predict
how many times a dataset will be accessed in the future. Our
results indicate that it is possible to forecast dataset popularity
in advance. Future work will seek to develop additional file
prediction algorithms and to expand the time horizon for which
the deep neural network makes predictions.
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